Objective: The repurposing of electronic health records (EHRs) can improve clinical and genetic research for rare diseases. However, significant information in rare disease EHRs is embedded in the narrative reports, which contain many negated clinical signs and family medical history. This paper presents a method to detect family history and negation in narrative reports and evaluates its impact on selecting populations from a clinical data warehouse (CDW). Materials and Methods: We developed a pipeline to process 1.6 million reports from multiple sources. This pipeline is part of the load process of the Necker Hospital CDW. Results: We identified patients with "Lupus and diarrhea," "Crohn's and diabetes," and "NPHP1" from the CDW. The overall precision, recall, specificity, and F-measure were 0.85, 0.98, 0.93, and 0.91, respectively. Conclusion: The proposed method generates a highly accurate identification of cases from a CDW of rare disease EHRs.
INTRODUCTION
Secondary use of electronic health records (EHRs) for research purposes requires information retrieval tools to make structured data and information contained within clinical text accessible. Narrative clinical reports allow flexibility of expression and representation of elaborate clinical entities, including clinical signs, patient history, and family history. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] In order to facilitate this needed capacity for data exploration at our institution (Necker Enfants Malades and Imagine Institute), we have designed and deployed Dr Warehouse V R , a full-text clinical data warehouse (CDW) for cohort identification and data extraction.
Necker/Imagine specializes in rare diseases. A detailed description of the symptoms, including negative findings, is documented in the patient record, as it is required to lead to an accurate diagnosis. Therefore, it is crucial to include mechanisms for detecting negation in text. A narrative rare-disease patient report includes a large amount of detailed information from 3 generations of relatives. Exploiting this information and distinguishing between family history and patient information is crucial not only for monogenic disorders (e.g., NPHP1 mutation, responsible for steroid resistant nephrotic syndrome) but also for all diseases with a known hereditary component (e.g., Crohn's disease and lupus). 8, 9 Moreover, patients who suffer from 1 autoimmune disease are more likely to present other autoimmune disorders. Genomewide association studies have identified several genes that might be associated with increased susceptibility to diabetes and Crohn's disease. 10 It is therefore crucial to (1) identify if a patient has only 1 disease or both and (2) detect whether the condition affects other members of the family. Finally, some diseases can affect multiple organs, and clinical presentation often includes a wide array of symptoms; for example, lupus enteritis is suspected when a patient presents with abdominal pain, diarrhea, and vomiting. 11 Given the low incidence (only 5% of lupus patients have diarrhea, 12 and the incidence of lupus is about 5.5/100 000 persons 13 ) and nonspecific clinical findings, it is important to identify those cases.
We developed a method that detects the negated segments and the segments related to the family history in the narrative reports. This method is part of the Extract-Transform-Load process of the CDW (Figure 1) . We evaluated the benefits of using this method to distinguish between true positives (TPs) and false positives (FPs) in 3 corpora of rare disease patient records related, respectively, to Crohn's disease, lupus, and NPHP1 from the CDW.
RELATED WORK

Negation detection
Most of the published NLP methods are based on concept extraction and their assertion classifications. [14] [15] [16] [17] The most common algorithm for negation detection is NegEx. 18 It is based on regular expressions targeted before and after a concept in a document to determine whether a concept is negated. NegEx has been ported and evaluated on clinical texts in French and has shown good performance (a recall of 85% and a precision of 89%) on cardiology notes. 19, 20 In 2006, Goryachev et al. 21 evaluated NegEx and 3 other methods of negation detection. Among them, NegExpander was developed by Aronow et al. 22 and was based on NegEx, with extension to conjunctive phrases and to all Unified Medical Language System (UMLS) terms. The 2 other methods were based on machinelearning classifiers using Weka machine-learning software and a naïve Bayes classifier associated with a support vector machine classifier. Goryachev concluded that NegEx was the most effective.
Family history detection
As for family history, most authors have developed methods that extract family information from specific or focused sections in clinical reports. Friedlin and McDonald 23 focused on sentences identified by titles with a family history-type phrase in the admission notes. They used the Regenstrief data eXtraction tool to associate 12 diseases to family histories in these sentences, with a precision and recall of 97% and 96%, respectively. Goryachev et al. 24 also assumed that the medical narrative reports were structured in sections. Inside each section identified using section headings, the entities were extracted and categorized using the UMLS semantic types. The authors developed a set of rules to associate the finding with a family member or with the patient. Their pipeline achieved 97.2% sensitivity and 99.7% specificity in detecting the family history findings. Lewis et al. 25 examined the entire text, considering that a patient's family history may be spread throughout the patient's clinical records and is mostly recorded in the clinical notes. They used a Stanford NLP Parser to detect dependency between the disease and the family relationship with a precision of 61% and a recall of 51%. The ConText algorithm developed by Chapman et al. 26 is based on the NegEx approach; it is a regular-expression-based algorithm that searches for trigger terms preceding or following the indexed clinical conditions to determine if clinical conditions mentioned in the clinical reports are negated, hypothetical, historical, or experienced by someone other than the patient. Chapman et al. showed that it was relevant to use only regular expressions to detect these contextual values to classify the concepts extracted from the text. The main limitations of these approaches are the restriction to preidentified concepts and/or the use of semistructured reports (reports with explicit sections).
Our aim is to extract subtexts from each original patient record and classify them into 4 categories: patient-not negated/patient-negated/family history-not negated/family history-negated. These subtexts would be integrated through the Extract-Transform-Load process in the CDW to improve the performance of the full-text search engine.
METHODS
Overview
We built a pipeline ( Figure 2 ) to process the medical records in 3 steps: cleaning text, detecting context (patient data/family history), and detecting negation in each context. This pipeline was designed to process unstructured reports and free text from multiple sources and authors.
Text processing
The first step consisted of converting all the Word V R or PDF (Portable Document Format) documents to ASCII (American Standard Code for Information Interchange), then cleaning the documents from erroneous newline characters generated by the automated conversion. To determine whether to replace a newline character, we developed a decision tree based on regular expression rules to choose the correct character replacement for each newline character (Figure 2 ).
Family history detection
We listed all the French words related to family relationships (Sup plementary Appendix 1). The algorithm takes into account the age of the patient at the date of the document. For example, when the patient is under 18 years old, it does not consider the words "son" and "daughter" in the list because this is the parent referring to their child, who is actually the patient. Moreover, we added several expressions that were meaningful for family history such as "family history," "paternal ancestry," and "maternal ancestry."
Each sentence in which a term of the above list matched was classified as belonging to the family history context; otherwise, the sentence was classified in the patient context.
Negation detection
We built a corpus of 3900 narrative documents by querying Dr Warehouse V R for 4 diseases: terminal renal failure, autism, Rett Syndrome, and Currarino.
We used this corpus to build (Table 1) :
• a list of French regular expression rules to split the sentence into propositions or nominal groups (Supplementary Appendix 2).
• a list of negated regular expressions to determine whether a proposition had a negative meaning.
• a list of exclusion rules for the double negatives such as "we cannot exclude" or "without any doubt."
The algorithm classifies the expression of normality as negative information, e.g., "gene MECP2 normal" is equivalent to "MECP2 not mutated." We decided to keep hypothetical diagnostic and "research for" as affirmative information as long as no final diagnosis had been confirmed. Based on these rules, the algorithm classifies each proposition and nominal group as negative or non-negative.
CDW integration
Dr Warehouse
V R relies on Oracle V R 11 g, and the search engine is based on the Oracle V R Text module. For a given document, all of the triplets {subtext, context, negation} are stored in Dr Warehouse V R . Context is either "patient" or "family history."
EVALUATION
To evaluate the impact of negation and family history detection on the performance of the search engine, we used the pipeline on the entire CDW. The textual documents were de-identified using an internally developed algorithm based on name, first name, birth date, address, and hospital ID. To protect confidentiality, authorized internal staff at the Necker Hospital conducted the study.
We evaluated the system on 3 corpora extracted from Dr Warehouse V R at Necker/Imagine Institute by querying the whole CDW, which contains 1.6 million EHRs for 350 000 individual patients (January 2016). The corpora corresponded to 3 clinical use cases, namely "Crohn's and diabetes," "lupus and diarrhea," and "NPHP1." For each of them, we counted the number of TPs, FPs, true negatives (TN), and false negatives (FNs) without any filtering (i.e., before applying our algorithm), with family history detection only, with negation detection only, and with both detection algorithms. We evaluated the FNs regarding negation and family history detection only, as it was not possible to calculate them for the nonfiltered queries. We defined TPs as patients with all terms present in their EHRs in a non-negative expression and with no family history expression. The TN patients were defined as having all the terms but at least 1 in a negative expression or in a family history context. Two persons independently evaluated the system and the Kappa score was calculated. In case of discordance, a consensus was reached. Four metrics were used to assess the performance of our algorithm: recall, precision, specificity, and F-measure.
RESULTS
The overall interevaluator agreement measured by the Kappa coefficient was 0.98. Table 2 displays the results for each use case. Before applying our algorithm, 145 patients (262 documents) were classified as "Lupus and diarrhea," 173 patients (269 documents) "Crohn's and diabetes," and 32 patients (95 documents) "NPHP1." This corresponds to a total of 626 heterogeneous documents distributed on several clinical services (Supplementary Appendix 3) and several types of records (Supplementary Appendix 4) . For the 3 use cases, negation detection and family history filters provided, separately, an increased precision and F-measure. The combination of (4, 11, 12, 13) , eliminate (5, 6), exclude/exclusion (7, 14) , never (8) , neither (9) , not lead to (10) , absent/absence (15, 17, 18) , unknown (16) , negative/negation (20) , normal (21, 22) . both filters further improved the precision score and F-measure. The precision increased from 0.37 to 0.91 for "Lupus and diarrhea," from 0.13 to 0.73 for "Crohn's and diabetes," and from 0.66 to 0.84 for "NPHP1." For "lupus and diarrhea" and "Crohn's and diabetes," the recall decreased to, respectively, 0.98 and 0.96 with the filters. For "NPHP1," the recall remained equal to 1.
The overall precision, recall, specificity, and F-measure for the pooled data were 0.85, 0.98, 0.93, and 0.91, respectively (Table 2 ). In addition, only 2 patients were erroneously excluded out of the 95 TPs by the algorithm.
While negative propositions were more often present in emergency reports, with 22% of the propositions classified as negative, family history sentences were more present in consultation reports ( Table 3) .
The regex negative expressions most useful in excluding FP patients were rules 1, 2, and 9, with, respectively, 64, 16, and 24 FP patients detected. The only FN patient induced was due to the rule "absence of" (Supplementary Appendix 5) .
The processing (combining negation and family history) took an average of 18 ms per document. The queries used to build the corpora took, respectively, 3 s for "lupus and diarrhea," 1 s for "Crohn's and diabetes," and 1 s for "NPHP1" on a server with 32 Go RAM and 8 cores 2.4 Ghz.
DISCUSSION
The aim of the present study was to develop an automated tool to filter negated expressions and family context from clinical narrative reports. The results indicate that use of the automated approach is feasible and dramatically decreases the rate of FPs: 71% before filtering vs 15% using our algorithm. Our method achieved very good overall precision (0.85), recall (0.98), specificity (0.93), and F-measure (0.91) and also for each use case (Figure 3) . One of the strengths of this study is that these results were obtained on a comprehensive corpus that contains both inpatient and outpatient reports.
Limitations and perspectives
Three major causes explain the remaining FPs (17 patients):
• Seven were due to an incorrect split of a sentence in nominal groups. This error is due to undeleted erroneous newline characters.
• Five were misclassified because a diagnosis was disscussed but was ultimately deferred until a later time.
• Our system does not resolve issues of coreference (5 cases), which is the task of finding all expressions that refer to the same 24 There is ongoing research on computational methods for coreference resolution that may be implemented in our system in the future. 27, 28 Regarding the evaluation of certainty, we decided to use only 2 modalities: non-negative and negative. A third level should be added to our scale to consider suspicion.
Comparison to other works
Harkema et al. 26 applied ConText to 6 types of clinical reports, e.g., Surgical Pathology, in which the conditions experienced by someone other than the patient were very rarely found. The number of occurrences of "other experiencer" occurred only 5 times in all the reports in their evaluation set; i.e., it was strictly 0% for radiology reports, surgical pathology, and operative procedures. Conversely, 24% of our report set corresponding to rare disease patients contained mention of some condition experienced by their family members. Tanushi highlighted the lack of regular expressions representing double negation or normality in Negex. 29 Similarly, we did not find any of them in the csv file displayed by Chapman. 19 Noticeably, we identified 497 occurrences of double negatives with "we cannot exclude" and 7831 occurrences of "without any doubt" in the CDW. We proposed a list of expressions to take into account potential misclassification due to double negation and normality. Deleger developed an algorithm to detect negation of medical problems in cardiology notes in French. 20 Their algorithm focused on negation detection and their method was based on concept classification (F-measure 0.87). Our algorithm combines detection of family history and negation, and was applied to a large CDW of 1.6 million EHRs. The algorithm is part of a full-text search engine with the objective of classifying patients as cases or not (F-measure 0.91).
CONCLUSION
We developed an integrated pipeline to enable negation and family history context detection in the full-text search engine of a document-oriented CDW. The automated method achieved an overall F-measure of 0.91. The method is generalizable, and can be adapted to English and other languages. The tool is available at https://github.com/imagine-bdd/ DrWH-negation
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